This study investigates how accurately the waiting times of patients about to join a waiting list are predicted by the types of statistics disseminated via web-based waiting time information services. Data were collected at a public hospital in Sydney, Australia, on elective surgery activity and waiting list behaviour from July 1995 to June 1998. The data covered 46 surgeons in 10 surgical specialties. The accuracy of the tested statistics varied greatly, being affected more by the characteristics and behaviour of a surgeon's waiting list than by how the statistics were derived. For those surgeons whose waiting times were often over six months, commonly used statistics can be very poor at forecasting patient waiting times.
Method
Waiting list data that provided information on elective surgical activity between 1 July 1995 and 30 June 1998 were collected from a teaching hospital in Sydney, Australia. De-identified data were extracted on all patients admitted or removed from the list during this three year period, together with data on the patients still waiting on 30/6/98. The data covered 46 surgeons in 10 specialties who were active throughout this period. The data set is described in more detail elsewhere .
The evaluation mimicked the operation of a waiting time information service. Services were assumed to disseminate statistics derived from data available at the end of one period (say t) such that they were available to patients who joined the waiting list in the next period (t+1). It was assumed that statistics were updated each month, and that there was no delay in the data becoming available.
The analysis was limited to testing statistics for non-urgent patients, i.e. those assigned to the New South Wales urgency category 8 (denoted here as U8). As the waiting times of patients who change and do not change urgency category have been found to differ , the evaluation was limited to examining how well the statistics forecast the wait of those patients that had not changed category or listing status (e.g. been deferred). For the same reason, the tested statistics were also derived from these patients. Thus, waiting time was simply the total time spent on a list prior to leaving it, or up to the census date, and calculated in days.
The accuracy of the waiting time statistics was measured by calculating the difference between the forecast waiting time and the waiting times of individual patients, and summarising these using the mean square error (MSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE) (Makridakis et al. 1998 ). Both were used so that the measure of performance did not favour particular statistics (the mean of a random variable will minimise the MSE, while the median will minimise the MAE (DeGroot 1986)). Other assessment criteria were the proportion of patients who waited beyond the forecast time, and the proportion of patients whose wait exceeded that forecast by 90 days or more. Differences between the forecasts produced by various tested statistics were summarised using the mean absolute difference (MAD) (Makridakis et al. 1998 ).
For most surgeons, the evaluation began from the fourth month of the three year period. This was because data from the first three months were required to derive the initial values of the tested statistics. The exceptions were surgeons Dr012 and Dr026. Here, the evaluation began from the seventh month because activity in the preceding months did not allow one or more types of statistic to be derived.
The forecast waiting time should be compared to the wait of each patient who joins in a particular month. Consequently, the primary rule for defining the last month used in the evaluation was the point at which one or more patients who joined the waiting list in the same month were still on the waiting list (or the end of the time series if no patients were waiting). However, for some surgeons, this defined an end point toward the middle of the three year period, which substantially limited the data available for analysis. It was therefore decided to include some of the patients who were still waiting, and to treat these patients as if they had been admitted. To limit the bias this would cause, only patients already waiting an unusually long time were included. The precise inclusion rules for these patients were defined as follows:
• if the 3rd quartile of the cross-sectional waiting time distribution was between 12 and 18 months, the analysis included any patient still on the list who had waited for more than 18 months;
• if the 3rd quartile was less than 12 months, the analysis included any patient still on the waiting list if (1) they had waited longer than 12 months, or (2) all patients who joined the waiting list in the two following months had left the list. Table 1 gives the number of months included in the analysis for each surgeon, the number of patients against which the forecasts were compared, and the mean of their overall waiting time distribution. The sample included 240 patients with censored waiting times, spread across 19 surgeons. Surgeon Dr003 contained the most patients included in the data for any one surgeon, namely 37 (20%). The waiting time of these patients with censored waiting times was defined as the time spent on the list up to 1 July 1998, the first day after the data collection period. 
Waiting time statistics (forecast functions) that were tested
Because many commonly used waiting time statistics are defined in different ways , the study assessed an array of functions. The tested functions were derived from data of patients admitted during a defined interval (throughput data) and from data of patients still on the waiting list at specific dates (census data). Two sets of statistics were produced from both types of data. The first set was based on surgeon level data, and resulted in each surgeon having a unique series of forecasts. The second set was derived from specialty level data, with surgeons in the same specialty each using the same series.
Within each set, seven forecast functions were defined using a variety of simple smoothing methods. The simplest functions were the mean (MA1) and the median (MD1) waiting time of data collected over one unit of time.
For throughput data, a unit corresponded to data collected during one month, while for census data, it corresponded to data collected at one census point. The other forecast functions were:
• the mean (MA3) and the median (MD3) waiting time of throughput data collected during three months, or census data collected on three census dates; • a 3-month moving average of the MD1 forecast (MA3MD1); • a 3-month moving average of the MD3 forecast (MA3MD3); and • an exponentially weighted moving average of the MA1 forecast (EWMA1).
If for some reason a value could not be derived (for example, because there were no admissions during the period), the forecast waiting time was assumed to be that of the preceding period.
The MA3 and MD3 forecasts were based on data aggregated over the last three months in which patients were admitted, or the three most recent census dates on which some patients were on the waiting list. Although unorthodox, this improved the degree of smoothness of consecutive forecasts, and the robustness of the series against the effects of high and low outliers . The only exception to this occurred at the start of the time series if a surgeon did not have three months of data. In this case, the forecast was based on the available data. The MA3MD3 function was also defined slightly differently at the start of the time series. Its first two values were, respectively, the first MD3 value and the average of the first two MD3 values.
The smoothing constant (k) used in the EWMA1 formula ( F t = k.MA1 t + (1-k).F t -1 ) was 0.3. This value was chosen because it produced greater smoothing than the other functions (Bissel 1994) and because it represented a good compromise value for most circumstances (Box and Luceno 1998) . The initial value for the EWMA1 series was defined to be the initial value of the MA3 function.
Results
This section focuses initially on the accuracy of the forecast functions based on surgeon level data. Their performance varied substantially between surgeons; the variation between the functions themselves was much smaller. The performance of the functions decreased as the average waiting time of patients joining the list increased. Indeed, for each function, the correlation between a surgeon's RMSE value and the average waiting time of the patients added to the surgeon's list was high (Pearson's r > 0.93). This was because the variation in patient waiting times increased as the average rose. Once the average wait exceeded six months, the RMSE of all functions was typically greater than 150 days. The only exceptions were the functions based on throughput data for surgeon Dr029, but this surgeon had unusually low variation in patient waiting times given the average wait.
The consequence of this variation is more easily interpreted in relation to the '90 day' criterion. For the 13 surgeons with an average wait above six months, the proportion of patients whose wait exceeded that forecast by 90 days was greater than 40% for the best performing throughput-data function. Similar overall levels of performance were found for the functions derived from census data. For the best performing function to have a proportion below 20%, the average waiting time of patients joining a surgeon's list had to be less than three months.
The proportion of patients who waited beyond the time forecast was affected by how patient waiting times varied. For the functions based on throughput data, those proportions above 50% tended to be associated with surgeons whose average wait was above 3 months, and whose waiting times increased over the data analysis period. An equivalent association was observed for the functions based on census data.
As noted above, the differences between the RMSE values of the seven types of function were small in comparison with the differences between surgeons (see Table 2 ). The largest differences generally occurred amongst the functions using throughput data. Here, there was an upward trend in the range of RMSE values as the performance of the functions became worse. For those surgeons with a RMSE above 180 days, the range generally exceeded 30 days. The maximum range among functions using census data was less (29 days), and a large range was not limited to surgeons for which functions performed poorly.
To help distinguish any overall pattern, the performance of the functions for a single surgeon were ranked from best (=1) to worst (=7) for each criterion. Table 3 shows the average rank statistics for the functions when derived from both the throughput data and census data. With respect to the throughput data functions, the MA3 function performed consistently better than the other functions. The MA3 function also performed the best of the census data functions, although the more standard function based on data from one census date, the MA1 function, performed similarly well. With respect to the performance of functions based on a mean or median, the analysis suggests that those based on the mean are to be preferred. Functions based on the mean produced forecasts that were typically higher than those produced by the median-based functions. The outcome of this was most visible in relation to the proportion of patients who waited beyond the time forecast. The median-based functions had a higher proportion of patients waiting in excess, and the proportion was generally greater than 50%. 1 Functions with lower values given lower ranks, 1 being the highest rank, 7 being the lowest 2 Functions with the proportions closer to 50% given the lower rank, 1 being the closed, 7 being the farthest away
Against the RMSE or MAE criteria, differences in the performance of the functions using the two types of data were limited. The largest differences in the RMSE values (>40 days) were for surgeons Dr029 and Dr030, although for all functions except MA1 and MD1, the function based on throughput data performed best for between 30 to 32 surgeons. The differences between equivalent functions were more apparent in terms of the proportion of patients who waited beyond the forecast time. As the functions' forecasts correspond to a prediction of the expected waiting time, good performance can be regarded as values near 50%. The proportions resulting from the throughput data statistics were typically distributed around this point, with only a few surgeons having a value for any function outside 30-70%. In contrast, the proportions tended to be higher for the census data functions. For 29 surgeons, over 50% of patients waited beyond their forecast waiting time regardless of the census data function used. The performance of the census data functions against the 90-day criterion was also worse in some instances. For 6 of the 13 surgeons with an average wait above six months, the proportions resulting from the census-data functions were at least 15% higher than the equivalent throughput data functions in most cases.
The analysis of the forecasts derived from data aggregated at a specialty level produced similar patterns of performance from the various functions. The best performing function using throughput data was again the MA3 function, while the MA1 and MA3 functions using census data both performed well. Consequently, the differences between functions derived from surgeon and specialty level data are described in relation to the throughput data MA3 function (MA3(TH)) and the census data MA1 function (MA1(CS)). The MA1(CS) function was selected because census data statistics are commonly based on data from one census date. Table 4 gives the RMSE values for both functions when derived from surgeon and speciality level data, as well as the mean absolute difference between forecasts when produced from surgeon and specialty level data. With respect to the MA3(TH) function, the effect of using specialty level data was not uniform. For many surgeons, it made little difference, although performance was worse for 30 of the 46 surgeons overall. Only for surgeon Dr031 did the specialty level function produce substantially more accurate forecasts. This was due to an interval during which most admissions were patients with low waiting times, and which produced unrealistically low forecasts. For other surgeons (Dr023, Dr026, and Dr044), performance was noticeably poorer, due to the large difference between the forecasts produced from the two levels of aggregation. That large differences did not always produce poorer performance seemed to be more luck than an inherent quality. For instance, waiting times between the four surgeons in urology differed markedly, and the statistics produced from specialty data were typically too high for three of the surgeons, while being too low for fourth. Yet the higher forecasts were occasionally accurate as the waiting times of patient joining the list fluctuated, and the surgeon level functions performed equally poorly because they lagged behind the fluctuations.
There was also no consistent pattern to which level of aggregated data produced more accurate MA1(CS) forecasts. However, for six of the seven surgeons with the largest differences, the statistics based on specialty level data performed worse. Surgeon Dr036 was the one exception. Here, the specialty level forecasts were more accurate because an increase in waiting times at a specialty level was fortuitously predictive of an increase in waiting times for this surgeon. Where specialty level forecasts performed slightly better for other surgeons (Dr011, Dr013, Dr021 and Dr032), successive forecasts were noticeably smoother than those produced from surgeon level data. However, the percentage improvement in performance was not large.
Examining the other criteria revealed differences between equivalent functions based on surgeon and specialty level data, most notably with respect to the proportion of patients whose wait exceeded that forecast. For the MA3(TH) function, the values were no longer condensed into the middle of the graph, indicating a tendency for under-estimation (a shift higher) or over-estimation (a shift lower). A similar scattering effect was evident in the proportions resulting from the MA1(CS) function, even though the proportions produced by the forecasts based on surgeon level data were already fairly well spread.
With respect to the proportion of patients whose wait exceeded that forecast by 90 days or more, the use of specialty level data reduced the proportion for the majority of surgeons (20 for the MA3(TH) function and 24 for the MA1(CS) function). However, the lower proportions produced by forecasts based on specialty data did not necessarily indicate more accurate predictions, simply higher values than those produced from surgeon level data. When measured using the RMSE criterion, performance was worse in many cases. 
Discussion
The aim of this study was to provide some insight into how well waiting time statistics predict the waiting times of patients joining a waiting list. It was triggered by the differences between waiting time information services in the types of statistics used, and by the lack of empirical evidence about whether waiting time statistics should be used to make inferences about the waiting times of patients or to select surgical units at which waiting times will be shorter.
Although the primary focus of the analysis was to examine the differences between the functions, the most noticeable feature of the analysis was the large variation in the accuracy of the statistics between surgeons. These differences were related to the level of variation in waiting times between patients who joined the list at similar times. This variation increased as the average wait rose, a relationship that arises predominantly from how patients are selected from the waiting list. Variation relative to the average waiting time was least for surgeons who most closely approximated a first come, first served admission policy (e.g. Dr029). Another important factor affecting forecast accuracy was how well a function responded to changes in waiting times over time.
The observed levels of performance have various implications for how services aim to meet the information needs of doctors and patients. If a service aims to provide a prediction of how long a patient might expect to wait for admission, the results suggest that services should not simply disseminate an estimate of an expected waiting time. Doing so would be misleading as the distribution of patient waiting times around the expected value can be large, especially when the average exceeds six months. Some estimate of the time below which the majority of patients wait is also required. Moreover, it suggests services should give a clear statement of the dangers of using the information in this way.
In terms of comparing surgical units, the analysis suggests that it is sufficient to present an estimate of the expected wait. The spread of waiting times increased as the average wait rose. Consequently, if the expected waiting time at one unit is greater than at another, it is likely that the same is true of other measures of location (i.e. the percentiles of the distribution). Nonetheless, the key issue concerns how large the difference should be between average waiting times at two surgical units before patients (deciding where to be referred) can infer that their waiting time will be shorter at the unit with the lower average. Unfortunately, it is difficult to derive an exact value for this difference. The waiting time statistics were not produced from a model which gives a probabilistic prediction interval. Moreover, for the statistics to be accurate, future behaviour must closely approximate that of the recent past, and this may not occur . Still, without guidance, users may read too much into small differences.
A crude "rule of thumb" for the minimum significant difference was derived for the MA3(TH) and MA1(CS) functions using the method described in the appendix. This resulted in the following guidelines:
• services estimating expected waiting times based on throughput data should advise users that, unless average waiting times differ by at least one half of the midpoint between the two averages, they should not choose one unit over another based on waiting time information alone; • services estimating expected waiting times based on census data should advise users that the average waiting times should differ by at least 60 days (regardless of the size of the averages) before they should choose one unit over another.
Of course, the method assumes that there will be no significant change in average waiting times while a patient is on the waiting list, and this also needs to be clearly stated.
Overall, the results show that users should be cautious about using services to make inferences about their likely waiting times. The services are perhaps best used to assess whether the waiting times of a preferred surgical unit are too long. What constitutes "too long" will vary between patients, and judgements will also depend upon what statistics a service uses. But if a service presents average waiting time statistics, the results suggest that surgical units with an average wait above six months should be avoided.
Attention is now turned to the differences in performance between the statistics tested. The study confirms that functions will produce different numerical forecasts, although how this related to forecast accuracy depended upon various factors. Statistics based on the mean seem to be more accurate than those based on the median. Moreover, for the median-based statistics, the proportion of patients whose wait exceeded the forecast time was generally not near 50%. Thus, in this context, the median may give a more misleading picture than the mean, and suggests general statements about which measure is to be preferred should be discounted.
In situations where surgeons manage their own lists, it seems that statistics based on surgeon level data are to be preferred to those based on specialty level data. Functions using specialty data could perform better due to improved robustness, but the gains were small compared with the poorer performance that could arise due to large differences among surgeons in the same specialty. Moreover, when forecasts based on surgeon level data were much more accurate, it was typically when those functions had a RMSE of less than 90 days. In comparison to these acceptable levels of accuracy, the equivalent specialty-level functions performed poorly. It seems that aggregating data over three months is sufficient to produce reliable statistics from throughput data aggregated by surgeon and urgency category. However, this result was based on throughput data being aggregated over three months in which there were admissions. Using data from one census date would seem sufficient if census data were used.
Finally, the statistics based on throughput data generally performed better than those derived from census data.
The main exception to this occurred when a surgeon admitted a series of patients with low waiting times, producing forecasts that severely underestimated the eventual waiting times of most patients. When the census was low, the performance of the census data statistics could be affected by the long waiting times of one or two patients. When the census was long, the incomplete waiting times of many patients appeared of greater importance, as the census data statistic was often too low. However, the amount by which statistics based on throughput and census data differed was greatly influenced by the order in which patients were admitted. For those surgeons with a tendency to select patients from the middle of a list, the two statistics often had similar values.
Nonetheless, the levels of performance did not differ between statistics as much as might have been expected. This was due to several factors. First, the difference between the forecasts were often less than the overall variation in waiting times of patients over the period being analysed, and this made the MSE (and MAE) fairly insensitive measures. Second, for some surgeons, admissions were fewer over the periods of largest discrepancy, and so their contribution to the MSE and MAE was again small. Third, the difference in behaviour among surgeons within a speciality was often not large. This seemed to be because the NSW waiting list reduction program in 1995 (Shiraev and McGarry 1996 ) brought everyone's waiting times down to similar levels. Large differences did emerge at the end towards the end of the three year period. However, for surgeons with long waiting times, these months of large discrepancy were often not included in the analysis because a high proportion of patients were still on the waiting list. One might expect larger differences in accuracy to emerge if a study analysed data collected over a period during which differences between surgeons had not been reduced.
The study suffers from several limitations. First, the three years analysed might be regarded as atypical because of the waiting list reduction (WLR) program that ran during 1995, and because the introduction of a new urgency category in July 1997 affected how many patients were assigned to urgency category U8. It is unclear in which direction the WLR program affected the results. It appeared to reduce the differences between statistics derived from surgeon and specialty data. But, because it introduced greater changes over time, which the functions did not closely track, the observed levels of accuracy may be worse than they might otherwise have been. Nonetheless, the conclusions of the study were based on aspects of the statistics' performance that were consistent across all surgeons regardless of the individual characteristics. The impact of the introduction of the new category was also limited because, for many surgeons, the interval over which the analysis was performed ended prior to its introduction.
The other principal weakness was the inclusion of patients who were still on the waiting list. Their eventual waiting times were underestimated, but as their waiting times were already long in comparison to most other patients, the probable effect of this would be to underestimate the forecast error. Thus, the results of the analysis would be conservative. Another potential bias from the inclusion of these patients was the assumption that all would be admitted. A review of the proportion of admitted and removed patients with waiting times comparable to the 'still waiting' patients was therefore conducted. For all but two surgeons, more of these patients were admitted than removed. Consequently, the bias that resulted from including patients who would eventually be removed was considered to be minimal.
Appendix: estimation of minimum distance
The first step in estimating the minimum significant difference between two estimates of expected waiting time was to estimate the standard deviation (SD) of the forecasts from the MA3(TH) and MA1(CS) functions. This was estimated from the differences between successive terms, using the following equation that strictly applies only when values are normally distributed (Bissell 1994) :
where x i is the ith statistic in the sequence (i=1..n) of average waiting time statistics.
The advantage of this estimator is that removes much of the influence of any 'medium term' trend or shifts in the local mean.
The next step was to check whether the SD estimates were related to the average level of the series. For the MA3(TH) series, there was a strong relationship across the surgeons between the value of the SD and the mean value of the series (Pearson's r = 0.85). Fitting a simple regression model, the linear relationship between the two factors was estimated as: SD = 0.107 Avg + 3.473 r 2 = 0.73
For the MA1(CS) series, there was no relationship (linear or otherwise) between the values of the SD and the mean value of the series (Pearson's r = -0.1). Thus, again for simplicity, the SD was defined to be 13.46 days, the average of the SD values across all surgeons. Finally, the minimum distance was constructed using the standard formula for the confidence interval about the difference of two sample means drawn from different Normal distributions of known variance:
where Z is the reliability co-efficient for a confidence level of 100(1-a/2) percent.
For the MA1(CS) series, the standard error component in the above formula reduced to the square root of 2 times the standard error estimate. For the MA3(TH) series, it was decided to ignore the constant in the regression equation and assume that the standard error was simply 10% of the series average. Consequently, the standard error component of the above equation reduced to the square root of 2 times the predicted standard error of the midpoint between the two averages. The value of Z was chosen to be 1.96.
